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ABSTRACT 

This report discusses the implementation of the 

waveform relaxation technique based on Chebyshev polyno

mial in the program SPICE 2G-6. The implementation was 

restricted to the DC and transient analyses of MOS integra

ted circuits. The input file format is the same as in SPICE 

except for the addition of new OPTION lines. Results of 

numerical experiments performed are accurate, although 

computing efficiency is limited by the equation generation 

procedure of SPICE. 

vi i i 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The waveform relaxation (WR) technique based on 

Chebyshev polynomials [6] was successfully implemented as 

an expansion of the program SPICE 2G.-6 [1] . The motivation 

of this implementation was primarily to have a simulator 

that would allow testing of the WR algorithm. This report 

provides the documentation and discusses the results of 

this implementation. 

Chapter Two of this report gives an overview of the^ 

modified nodal analysis method and the equation generation 

and integration procedures used in SPICE. Chapter Three 

discusses the necessary modifications of SPICE for the 

implementation of the WR algorithm. Chapter Four documents 

the implementation. In Chapter Five the results of the 

simulation of test circuits are given along with a compari

son with the results obtained by SPICE. Finally in Chapter 

Six an evaluation of the results of the implementation is 

presented along with a discussion on future research. 

Familiarity with the available documentation of 

SPICE is recommended [2], [3]. 

1 



CHAPTER 2 

EQUATION GENERATION AND INTEGRATION IN SPICE 

In order to implement the WR algorithm in SPICE, 

one needs to understand the equation generation and 

integration methods used by the program. The equation 

generation in SPICE is done according to the modified nodal 

analysis method. The integration is done using either the 

trapezoidal rule or Gear's method. The modified nodal 

analysis method is described next, followed by the integra

tion and equation generation procedures [2]. 

The Modified Nodal Analysis Method (MNA) 

The modified nodal analysis method, developed by 

C. HO, et al.[4], is used by SPICE to create the system of 

circuit equations. This method is an improved version of 

the nodal analysis method. The main difference is that in 

the MNA branch currents can be used as unknowns, allowing 

voltage defined elements to be part of the matrix. The 

system of equations is as follows: 

| Yr B I 

I I 
| C D | 

I v I I J I 
I  l " l  I  ( 1 )  

I 1 I I E I 
2 
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Where V is the vector of unknown circuit voltages and I is 

the vector of unknown circuit currents through voltage 

defined elements. The right hand side contains the excita

tion vectors E for voltage sources and J for current 

sources. The matrix Yr is the usual admittance matrix 

excluding contributions from voltage sources. The matrix B 

contains partial derivatives of KCL equations with respect 

to additional current variables. The matrices C and D give 

the branch constitutive relations differentiated with 

respect to the unknown vector. An example of the MNA method 

is given next. Consider the RC network shown in Fig.l. 

Figure 1. Simple RC network 

For this simple RC circuit the unknown variables are the 

nodal voltages VI, V2, and the current through the voltage 

source Iin. Applying Kirchhoff's current, law the following 
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system of equations is obtained 

Gl VI + CI D (V1-V2) + I in 0 

G2 V2 + CI D(V2-V1) + C2 DV2 = 0 ( 2 )  

VI = Vin 

Where D is the differential operator with respect to time, 

Iin is the current through the voltage source Vin and G is 

the conductance of the resistors. Now, putting the equa

tions in matrix form we obtain the MNA circuit matrix as 

follows: 

SPICE generates the equations in matrix form directly using 

stamps for each element. The stamps determine the matrix 

entries to which an element will have contributions. For a 

resistor connected between nodes 1 and 2 of a circuit the 

conductance of that resistor will be added to the diagonal 

entries (1,1) and (2,2) of the matrix and subtracted from 

the entries (1,2) and (2,1). Similar stamps are used for 

other circuit elements. For MOS transistors the stamps can 

become very involved since such devices are modeled in 

terms of diodes, capacitances, and resistances. A complete 

documentation of the MOSFET model, including the stamp for 

the MOS matrix loading is given in [5] . 

| G1+C1D 

| -ClD 

I 1 

G2+C1D+C2D 

-ClD 

0 

1 II VI I I 0 I 
0 I I V2 I = I 0 I (3) 

0 | | Iin | | Vin | 
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Equation Generation and Integration Procedures 

SPICE generates a system of linear algebraic 

equations. Capacitors are individually integrated and 

represented by a current source in parallel with a con

ductance. The conductance and current source obtained are 

then loaded in the circuit matrix according to the MNA 

method. This integration will be described in detail 

next. Diodes are linearized using the Newton-Raphson 

algorithm, and modeled as a capacitor in parallel with a 

current source, the capacitor is integrated and represented 

as a current source in parallel with a conductance. In the 

case of non-linear capacitances, both the linearization and 

the integration mentioned above are used. MOSFETS are 

modeled in terms of resistances, current sources, capaci

tances, and diodes, which as mentioned before are represen

ted in terms of conductances and current sources. All non

linear and storage elements are represented by combinations 

of conductances and sources and then the circuit matrix is 

formed. The circuit matrix is loaded at each iteration. 

SPICE uses Newton-Raphson iterative technique, with 

the voltage at the previous iteration being used as 

"initial guess" to the next iteration. Fig.4 depicts a 

flowchart of the equation generation process for a time-

point in the transient analysis. 
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NEW TIMEPOINT 

LOAD RESISTORS 

INTEGRATE CAPACITORS; REPRESENT BY 
PARALLEL COMBINATION OF CONDUCTANCE 
AND CURRENT SOURCE; LOAD IN MATRIX 

LINEARIZE DIODES ; MODEL DIODES AS 
PARALLEL COMBINATION OF CONDUCTANCE 
AND CURRENT SOURCE; LOAD IN MATRIX 

MODEL MOS DEVICES IN TERMS 
OF CONDUCTANCES AND CURRENT 
SOURCES ; LOAD IN MATRIX 

SOLVE THE LINEAR SYSTEM 

CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 

no Iterate again 

yes 

GO TO NEXT TIMEPOINT 

Figure 2. Flowchart of equation generation in SPICE 
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Representation of a Capacitor 

A capacitor is integrated using either the trape

zoidal rule or Gear's method, and then represented by the 

parallel combination of a current source (Ieq) and a 

conductance (Geq), as shown graphically below: 

VI 0 nl VI 0 nl 

+ 

V=V1-V2 
integrate 

C ============> ieq cb 
V2 @ n2 

| Geq 

V2 0 n2 

This representation is then loaded in the linear 

algebraic matrix in the usual MNA fashion: 

column nl column n2 

row nl 

row n2 

+ Geq - Geq 

- Geq + Geq + Ieq 

An example is given at the end of this Chapter. 
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Details of the Capacitor Integration 

The integration of a capacitor and its represen

tation by a parallel combination of a current source and a 

conductance shown in the previous page is now explained. 

Only the case when the trapezoidal rule is used is treated 

here. In the case of Gear's method the final representation 

is the same. The equations governing a capacitor are: 

Q = C V (4) I = dQ (5) 
dt 

Where Q is the charge in the capacitor, C is the capacitan

ce, V is the voltage across the capacitor (V1-V2), and I is 

the current through the capacitor. The trapezoidal rule for 

integration is: 

Xk = Xk_i + h/2 ( Xk + Xk_i ) (6) 

where k is the iteration count and h is the timestep. Subs

tituting (4) and (5) in (6) we obtain: 

Qk = Qpp + h/2 ( I k  +  I p p  )  ( 7 )  

where k is the iteration count for the current timepoint, 

and Qpp and Ipp are obtained from the previous timepoint.Qk 

is the charge in the capacitor from the previous iteration 

(for the first iteration at a new timepoint Qk and Qpp 

are equal), and Ik is the unknown current through the 

capacitor. Equation (7) is then used in a backwards fashion 

to obtain the unknown current Ik which is the derivative 

of the known charge Qk. 
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Rearranging equation (7) we get: 

Ik = ~^pp 2/h ( Qk - Qpp ) (8) 

Having the current through the capacitor Ik , we are now 

ready to load the capacitor's contribution to the circuit 

matrix in order to solve for the voltage Vk + i . This is 

done by letting Ik be a parallel combination of a current 

source (Ieq) with a conductance (Geq). The current through 

the conductance is the product of the conductance and the 

voltage across it which is Vk . The total current out of 

the parallel combination is: 

Ik = Geq . Vk + Ieq (9) 

then substituting (8) into (9) 

Geq Vk + Ieq = -Ipp + 2/h ( Qk - Qpp ) (10) 

substituting Qk = C Vk in equation (10) we obtain 

Geq Vk + ieq = - Ipp + 2/h ((C V )k - Qpp) (11) 

then if we make the coefficients of Vk equal 

Geq Vk = 2/h C Vk 

the V's cancel and we obtain a conductance value of: 

Geq = 2/h C (12) 
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With the value of Geq obtained on the previous page, the 

current source leq is given from (9) by: 

Since Qpp and Ipp are fixed quantities known from the 

previous point, and is obtained from the previous 

iteration, the integration method is used to obtain 

1^ . Having 1^ , Geq and leq are obtained by the rela

tions above. Then the contributions of Geq and leq are 

loaded in the circuit matrix following the MNA method as 

shown on page 7 and a new solution is obtained. If 

the solutions of the circuit have converged, calculations 

will start for a new timepoint. If the solutions do not 

converge, a new iteration will be done following the same 

procedure described above. 

Simple Example 

The simple RC network given in Fig.l (page 3) 

will be used to illustrate the scheme used by SPICE to 

represent the capacitors. As shown in page 4 the matrix of 

equations (3) for that circuit is: 

leq = Ik " Geq Vfc (13) 

| Gl+ClD 

| -ClD 

I 1 

-ClD 1 M VI | | 0 | 

G2+C1D+C2D 0 | | V2 | - | 0 | (14) 

0 0 | Iin | | Vin | 



If the capacitors CI and C2 were to be integrated and 

represented as parallel combinations of a conductance and 

a current source the following matrix would be obtained: 

| Gl+Geql -Geql 1 | | VI | | -Ieql | 

| -Geql G2+Geql+Geq2 0 | | V2 | = |Ieql-Ieq2| (15) 

| 1 0 0 I I Iin I I vin I 

This linear algebraic system of equations can then be 

easily solved by LU decomposition [2]. 

This Chapter introduced the reader to the equation 

generation and integration methods of SPICE. The next 

Chapter will cover the modifications of SPICE necessa

ry for the WR implementation. 



CHAPTER 3 

MODIFICATIONS OF SPICE FOR WR IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of the WR algorithm required 

modifications in the circuit equations, the integration 

method, and the transient analysis control of SPICE. These 

modifications are treated in this Chapter. The version of 

SPICE which resulted from the implementation of the WR 

algorithm will be referred to from now on as RCSPICE which 

stands for Relaxation with Chebyshev polynomials SPICE. 

Modification of Circuit Representation and Integration 

The WR algorithm requires a set of differential 

equations of the form 

V = f (V,t) (16) 

where V is the vector of the unknown voltages. SPICE on the 

other hand generates a linear system of algebraic equations 

of the form: 

Y V = r (17) 

where V is the vector of unknown voltages, Y is the MNA 

circuit matrix, and r is the excitation vector. Therefore, 

the first step in the implementation is to modify SPICE so 

that it generates differential equations of the form (16) . 

12 
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In order to make this modification the integra

tion described in Chapter 2 must be eliminated. This is 

done by not allowing capacitors to be represented in terms 

of current sources in parallel with conductances. Instead 

capacitors give their contribution directly to the circuit 

matrix. Once this is done, SPICE will generate a system of 

equations which will be in form (17), but now the matrix Y 

will contain contributions from capacitors multiplied by 

differential operators with respect to time. An example of 

this matrix is given in the discussion of the MNA method in 

Chapter 2 (page 4). The next step is to rearrange the 

system of differential equations in order to obtain it in 

the form of (16). 

Equation Rearrangement 

The equation rearrangement scheme applied to 

SPICE's circuit matrix is now presented. 

Expanding the notation used for the equation form 

required by the WR algorithm, the waveform relaxation 

technique can be introduced as follows. Let Vi be one of 

the equations being solved for, then: 

. [k+1] [k+1] [k] 
Vi = f ( Vi , Vj ) (18) 

where k is the WR iteration count, and j ranges through all 

the other voltages in the circuit (j is different than 

i) . So the solution for the new values of equation Vi is 
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obtained based on the old values of all the other voltages 

in the circuit [6]. 

The MNA matrix of circuit equations generated by 

SPICE can be rearranged to yield a system of equations of 

the form of (18). Again let V-[ be one of the equations 

being solved for, then: 

. [k+1] -1 [k+1] [k] [k] 

Vi = (Cji) (-G i i Vj. -Gij Vj -Cij Vj +Ji) (19) 

where is the total capacitance in the diagonal entry 

(i,i), Gii is the total conductance in the diagonal entry 

(i,i), Gij is the total conductance in entries (i,j) where 

j ranges through all columns except the diagonal, similarly 

Cij is the total capacitance in entries (i,j), k is the WR 

iteration count, and Ji is the right hand side contribu

tion. The product of the terms Gij and Vj is similar to 

matrix multiplication except for the diagonal term. Notice 

that the iteration count for the voltages Vj is the 

previous iteration k. 

Once this rearrangement scheme is applied to all 

equations, a new system of equations is obtained which 

can be represented in the form of (16) , 

• 

V = A V + B (20) 

and this system is ready to be solved by the WR algorithm. 

Subroutine RCEQG does this rearrangement. 



The WR algorithm requires linear equations. 

SPICE uses Newton Raphson linearization techniques, so when 

non-linear circuit elements are evaluated they are automa

tically linearized. 

As discussed in [6], previous experiments with the 

WR algorithm have demonstrated the need to divide the time 

interval when the solution is changing rapidly. The 

subintervals at this version of RCSPICE are assumed to be 

given by the user by means of an OPTIONS line in the 

input file to RCSPICE. More details of the subinterval 

description is given in the next Chapter. 

Modifications of Transient Analysis Control 

In this version of RCSPICE we are only interested 

in the transient analysis of MOS integrated circuits. 

Therefore, only the DCTRAN block, which performs the 

transient analysis, was modified. This section explains the 

modifications in the control of the transient analysis. 

The WR algorithm uses a Chebyshev series represen

tation of the solution [6]. This is done by generating 

solutions at predetermined discrete points called timeno-

des, and then expanding the solutions in a Chebyshev 

series. It is necessary to have as many timenodes as the 

degree of the polynomial plus one. 

A result of the discussion above is that the system 

of equations given in (20) will have to be evaluated at 
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several timenodes before it can be solved by the WR 

algorithm. Once the solution is obtained the procedure will 

be iterated until the solution converges (this iteration 

will be referred to as RC iteration) . SPICE, on the other 

hand, solves one timepoint by iterating until it converges, 

and then takes a small step and finds the solution in the 

next timepoint using an integration method such as the 

trapezoidal rule or Gear's method. Therefore, a way of 

obtaining the solution at the prescribed timenodes has to 

be developed. 

In order to apply the RC iteration scheme to SPICE, 

the control of the transient analysis, subroutine DCTRAN, 

had to be replaced by a new subroutine named RCTRAN, which 

controls the transient analysis for RCSPICE. RCTRAN will 

described in the next Chapter. 

SPICE always uses information from the previous 

iteration at the same point to assure the convergence of 

its solutions. In RCSPICE the loading of the matrix is done 

as if each of the timenodes was the point that SPICE is 

currently solving and information from the previous 

iteration is the obtained from the previous RC iteration. 

The WR algorithm requires an initial guess of the 

solution at all timenodes. For the first subinterval the 

initial guess is obtained from the DC analysis performed by 

SPICE. For all subsequent subintervals, the initial guess 
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is provided by the last timenode of the previous subinter-

val. 

This Chapter covered the modifications made to 

SPICE in order to implement the WR algorithm. A description 

of how these modifications were implemented is given in the 

next Chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

DESCRIPTION OF RCSPICE 

The modifications made to SPICE and the new subrou

tines written for RCSPICE are now described briefly. 

Fig.3 shows the general block diagram for RCSPICE. 

It is much like the one for SPICE [2] except for the block 

RCTRAN which replaces the block DCTRAN from SPICE. Block 

RCTRAN implements the transient analysis using the WR 

algorithm to integrate the differential equations. All the 

remaining blocks are the same as in SPICE except for some 

slight modifications which will be described later. 

SETUP ERRCHK READIN RCTRAN OVTPVT 

RCSPICE 

Figure 3 - General block diagram for RCSPICE 

18 



It should be noted that the overall logic of SPICE has not 

been changed; in other words, blocks READIN, ERRCHK, and 

SETUP are called as described in [2], and block RCTRAN 

is called instead of block DCTRAN to perform the transient 

analysis. Once the transient analysis is completed block 

OVTPVT is called to generate the output. This version 

of RCSPICE is capable of running both the regular SPICE or 

the version with the WR algorithm by means of an OPTIONS 

line given with the input file. 

Block RCTRAN 

The block RCTRAN contains several subroutines 

especially written for RCSPICE, along with some modified 

SPICE subroutines. The main routine in this block is also 

called RCTRAN. The description of this block will be done 

in terms of its subroutines. Primarily subroutine RCTRAN 

will be described followed by each of the subroutines that 

are called by RCTRAN. 

Subroutine RCTRAN 

Fig.4 depicts a flowchart of subroutine RCTRAN. 

The routines called by RCTRAN will be described later; so 

at this section only a brief explanation of their functions 

is given. 
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Once RCTRAN has been called to perform the tran

sient analysis it starts by doing the initialization. 

This includes setting default values in counters, and 

setting flags and parameters. The next step is to generate 

the necessary tables used by RCSPICE for the data manipula

tion. Next, subroutine REORDR, which is one of SPICE's 

routines, is called to swap selected rows of the MNA 

matrix. This has to be done because of the topology of the 

matrix generated by the MNA method, but it has no relation 

with the reordering of the equations for the WR algorithm. 

Next RCTRAN calls subroutine RCMAP in order to obtain the 

pointers to the locations where the matrix elements are 

stored. The next step is to calculate the timenodes 

necessary for the WR algorithm. The timenodes are the 

extrema of the Chebyshev polynomial [6]. The equation used 

for the calculation is given in Appendix B. Once the 

timenodes are calculated, initial guesses for the solutions 

are given either from the DC analysis of SPICE or from the 

last timenode of the previous subinterval. Next RCTRAN 

enters the equation generation loop. For one timenode at a 

time RCTRAN will call SORUPD to update the voltage sources 

to values declared by the user for that point in time, then 

it will call LOAD to generate the MNA matrix for that 

timenode, and finally will call RCEQG to rearrange the 
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equations. The equation coefficient vectors A and B of 

(20),Chapter Three, are then stored in tables LACO, and 

LBCO which will be accessed by RCSOL. Once the loading 

procedure has been carried out for all the timenodes, 

RCTRAN exits the equation generation loop and calls 

subroutine RCSOL, which is the interface between RCSPICE 

and the WR algorithm. RCSOL will solve the equations and 

provide RCTRAN with the solutions in tables LVOLT and 

LVDER. RCSOL will also check for convergence. If no 

convergence is obtained, RCTRAN will iterate the equation 

generation process again. If the solution has converged, 

subroutine RCOUT will be called to generate the solutions 

at the timepoints required by the user for the output from 

the Chebyshev series. Finally, there is a check for 

subinterval count. As described in [6] the WR method 

requires that the time interval be divided in subintervals 

whenever the solution changes rapidly. This version allows 

for 20 subintervals which are given by the user in the 

input file. If not all subintervals have been solved, 

RCTRAN will start a new subinterval by calculating the 

timenodes for that subinterval and continuing the same 

procedure as described above. Once all subintervals have 

been calculated, RCTRAN returns control to RCSPICE. 



DONE WITH 
TIMENODES? 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

DONE? 

CALL RCSOL 

CALL RCOUT 

CALL REORDR 
CALL RCMAP 

INITIALIZE 
6ET TABLES 

CALCULATE TIMENODES 

CALL SORUPD 
CALL LOAD 
CALL RCEQG 

yes ORE 
SUBINT 

RETURN 

gure 4. detailed flow diagram of RCTRAN 
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Subroutine REORDR 

The subroutine REORDR is used by SPICE to swap the 

rows of the MNA matrix which result from the contribution 

of a voltage defined element such as a voltage source. This 

routine is also used for RCSPICE to swap the equations so 

that when they are reordered they come out in the right 

form. An example will help clarify this. Consider the 

matrix for the circuit of Fig. 3 in Chapter 2: 

| G1+C1D -C1D 1 | | VI | | 0 | 

| -ClD G2+C1D+C2D 0 | | V2 | = | 0 | 

| 1 0 0 | | I in | | Vin | 

The first and third rows of this matrix describe a voltage 

source Vin connected between node 1 and ground. Note that 

the main diagonal entry of row 3 is zero due to the 

topology of the matrix generated by the MNA method.In the 

scheme used by RCEQG, the equations are generated in terms 

of the main diagonal, it is therefore undesirable to have 

zeros in the main diagonal. So, if in the example given 

above, rows 1 and 3 are swapped, there will be no zeros 

left in the diagonal and RCEQG can rearrange the equations 

without problems. RCTRAN uses table LCMAP to keep track of 

the swapped equations. 

Subroutine RCMAP 
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Subroutine RCMAP 

The matrix entries in RCSPICE are stored in tables 

LVN and LDVN. LVN is the same table used by SPICE for its 

matrix, and table LDVN was created for RCSPICE in order to 

store the contributions from the capacitors to the matrix. 

The entries are not stored in an orderly manner in tables 

LVN and LDVN. RCTRAN however, needs to access these entries 

row by row in order to rearrange the equations. Subroutine 

RCMAP was developed to provide pointers to the matrix 

entries row by row. This is done by using function INDXX 

which is the same function used by SPICE to locate its 

matrix entries. Once the pointers are obtained from INDXX 

they are stored in table LROW which then gives the location 

of the matrix elements row by row. 

Subroutine SORUPD 

Subroutine SORUPD is used by SPICE to update the 

time varying voltage (current) sources every time a new 

point in time is solved. The only change made for RCSPICE 

was that now SORUPD gives also the derivative value of the 

sources. These derivative values are needed in the equation 

rearrangement process. 
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Subroutine LOAD 

Subroutine LOAD is used by SPICE to load the MNA 

matrix. It does the loading for resistors, capacitors, 

current and voltage sources, and calls subroutine MOSFET to 

do the loading for MOS transistors. 

The MNA matrix entries are stored in table LVN and 

the solutions are stored in table LVNIMl. The flowchart for 

equation generation given in Fig.2 of Chapter 2 illustrates 

subroutine load with the contributions of each element 

being stored in table LVN. 

There are two important changes made to LOAD. The 

first is that for RCSPICE, LOAD does not integrate 

the capacitors. Instead, the capacitors' contribution is 

loaded in a table parallel to LVN named LDVN, thus genera

ting a system of differential equations. The other change 

has to do with the information from the previous iteration 

and it is described next. 

In Chapter Three it was mentioned that the timeno-

des in RCSPICE would be treated independently and each one 

would remember the information from its previous iteration. 

The previous iteration, however, is common to.all timenodes 

for it is the previous WR iteration. Among the information 

which needs to be remembered from the previous iteration is 

the charge of capacitors, and device parameters. SPICE 



stores this information in tables LX0 for the current 

iteration and LXl for the previous iteration. In RCSPICE, 

a LX0 and a LXl tables are organized for each of the 

timenodes in the super-tables LLX0 and LLXl. So, once 

RCTRAN calls LOAD to create the matrix for a particular 

timenode, it makes the LX0 table of LOAD equal with the 

portion allocated for that timenode within the LLX0 

table. A similar procedure is used for the LXl and LLXl 

tables. 

LOAD also needs to know the solutions for the 

voltages at that timenode from the previous iteration. 

These values are stored in table LVNIMl in SPICE and in 

table LVOLT in RCSPICE. When RCTRAN calls LOAD it stores 

the solutions for the particular timenode from table LVOLT 

into table LVNIMl. The procedure described above applies 

also to subroutine MOSFET, and it allows SPICE's loading 

method to be used to all timenodes without having to change 

the basic loading procedure. 

Subroutine MOSFET 

The subroutine MOSFET is very complex and for this 

version of RCSPICE only the level one (which uses the 

MEYER's capacitance model) was modified. 

The modification consists of taking each individual 

capacitor in the model [6] and not allowing it to be 
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integrated. The capacitor contribution is then loaded in 

table LDVN as in the case of the capacitors for LOAD. 

Subroutine RCEQG 

The subroutine RCEQG uses the pointers in table 

LROW to rearrange the equations as described in Chapter 

Three. Equations are treated in two separate classes; 

differential equations which are the ones that have a 

capacitor contribution in the main diagonal of the MNA 

matrix, and algebraic equations. The differential equations 

are solved by RCSOL, but the algebraic equations are solved 

by simple iteration in RCEQG once the differential equa

tions have been solved. It should be noted that if an 

equation is algebraic, the A coefficient is zero and the 

generation of the B coefficient will update the solution of 

the equation taking care of the simple iteration procedure. 

Subroutine RCSOL 

Subroutine RCSOL [7] implements the WR algorithm. 

RCSOL obtains the A and B coefficient vectors from tables 

LACO and LBCO solves the equations and stores the solutions 

and the derivatives of the solutions in tables LVOLT and 

LVDER. This subroutine also checks for convergence using 

flag LCDONE. If LCDONE is set to 1, the solutions have 

converged for the current subinterval. 
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Subroutine RCOUT 

Subroutine RCOUT [7] is used to obtain the solu

tions at the points in time required by the user from the 

Chebyshev series representation of the solution. RCOUT 

requires the nodes between which the output is requested, 

the printing interval RPTMIN and RPTMAX, the subinterval 

initial and final points RCTMIN and RCTMAX, the printing 

step TSTEP, the number of points to be printed LCSIZ, and 

two tables where the values should be stored, LCN0D1 and 

LCN0D2. RCOUT returns the values in the given tables. These 

values are then stored in table LOUTPT, which is the table 

used by SPICE to store the output values to be printed by 

block OVTPVT. 

All the subroutines involved in RCTRAN have been 

described. The next section will discuss the data structure 

of RCSPICE. 

Data Structure of RCSPICE 

In the implementation of the WR algorithm in SPICE, 

a number of new tables had to be created to store all the 

information related to the WR implementation. It is 

very simple to create a new table using the memory manager 

of SPICE. One only needs to call subroutine GETM8 giving 

the name of the table pointer and the desired size of the 

table. The memory manager will then create a table within 
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array VALUE and or can access the table by using the given 

pointer as an offset within array VALUE. This table can 

then be expanded, compressed, or destroyed as desired by 

calling other routines of the memory manager [3], The 

various tables created by RCSPICE are given next, along 

with a description of their function. Appendix A contains 

the calling sequence and diagrams for the tables described 

below. The table names should start with a FORTRAN integer 

letter. The tables accessed by more than one subroutine 

are part of the RCSPICE common RCCOM. 

Tables LACO And LBCO 

These tables are used to store the vectors A and 

B, which are the coefficients of the system of equations in 

the form (20), of Chapter Three, obtained after the 

rearrangement of the circuit equations. The pointers are 

LACO and LBCO. The pointers of all the other tables are 

also the table names. The size of tables LACO and LBCO is 

size = (LCDEG+1 ) * NSTOP 

where LCDEG is the degree of the polynomial used and NSTOP 

is the number of circuit equations (NSTOP is a variable 

of the original SPICE). This same size will be used by 

tables LVOLT and LVDER to be described next. 
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Tables LVOLT and LVDER 

Table LVOLT is used to store the solutions for 

the nodal voltages and the currents through voltage defined 

elements. Table LVDER contains the derivatives of the 

solutions stored in LVOLT. Their size is the same as tables 

LACO and LBCO. As mentioned before, node 1 in SPICE is the 

ground node; so the first (LCDEG+1) entries of tables LACO, 

LBCO, LVOLT, and LVDER are zero. The ground node was 

included in these tables to keep the data structure easy to 

understand, and consistent with SPICE. 

Table LROW 

Table LROW provides the mapping to the matrix 

elements row by row. It is generated by subroutine RCMAP 

using function INDXX of SPICE. The pointers contained in 

LROW are the the original pointers used by the circuit 

elements [3], except that in LROW they are stored row by 

row. LROW is used by RCEQG to rearrange the equations. The 

size of LROW is the nominal size of the matrix which is 

(NSTOP*NSTOP). If a matrix entry is zero, its corresponding 

pointer in table LROW will be 1, as given by function INDXX 

which allocates the matrix entries. In this version, table 

LROW unpacks the circuit matrix generated by SPICE. In 

future versions this could be changed by only storing the 

pointers to non zero entries of the circuit matrix. 



Tables LLX0 And LLXl 

Tables LLX0 and LLXl are identical but table LLXl 

stores the values of table LLX0 from the previous itera

tion, this also applies to table LLXl. 

Table LLX0 contains the tables LX0 for each of the 

timenodes. Tables LX0 and LX1 are used by LOAD and MOSFET 

to generate the matrix. They contain information about 

capacitors and transistors [31. The size of table LLX0 is 

(NXTRM*LCDEG+1), where NXTRM is the size of tables LX0, and 

LCDEG+1 is the number of timenodes. 

Table LDVN 

Table LDVN is exactly equal to table LVN which is 

used by SPICE to store the matrix entries [3]. Table LDVN 

was created in RCSPICE to store the capacitance contribu

tions to the matrix. 

Table LCTIME 

This table is used to store the time for each of 

the timenodes. The first entry in table LCTIME corresponds 

to the last timenode and so forth, the last entry in LCTIME 

corresponds to the first timenode. Note that this change 

of order implies that in tables LACO, LBCO, LVOLT, and 

LVDER the first timenode is actually the last one in the 

sense of increasing time, and the last one is the initial 



point in the subinterval. The size of this table is the 

same as the number of timenodes or (LCDEG+1). 

Tables LRCITE And LRCEXE 

These tables are used by RCSOL to store iteration 

error and expansion error on the convergence check done by 

the WR algorithm. The size of these tables is the same as 

the number of equations NSTOP. 

Table LCEQCO 

This table indicates whether an equation is 

differential or algebraic. If the code is 0 the equation is 

differential, if the code is 1 the equation is algebraic. 

The size of this table is NSTOP. 

Table LCMAP 

This table keeps track of the swapping of equations 

done by REORDR. For example, if equations 2 and 7 are 

swapped then the second entry of LCMAP will contain 7 and 

the seventh entry will contain 2. The size of this table is 

NSTOP. It is only necessary to use the swapped equations 

when accessing table LROW. 

Table LCVDC 

Table LCVDC is used to store the initial guesses 

for the solutions. For the first subinterval this table 
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stores the results of SPlCE's DC analysis. For the other 

subintervals this table contains the solutions of the last 

point of the last subinterval. The initial guesses are also 

loaded every iteration at the first timenode, which turns 

out to be the beginning of the subinterval. 

Variables in RCSPICE 

A complete list of the additional variables and 

tables in RCSPICE is given below. These variables are part 

of the common block RCCOM of RCSPICE. 

For information about the variables and tables used by the 

original SPICE see [3]. A description of the flags and 

their values is given after the variables list. 

LCFLG -

LCDEG -

LCNOD -

LCEQ -

LCEQM -

LVN 

LDVN -

LROW -

LACO -

LB CO -

RCTMIN-

RCTMAX-

flag to indicate the use of RCSPICE 

degree of the Chebyshev series (*) 

timenode for RCSPICE; varies from 0 to LCDEG 

circuit equation being currently solved 

swapped circuit equation being currently solved 

table containing the matrix entries (**) 

table containing capacitors (parallel to LVN) 

offset by matrix row to tables LVN and LDVN 

table containing the A coefficients 

table containing the B coefficients 

starting time for this subinterval 

ending time for this subinterval 
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LCTIME- table conta 

LVOLT - table conta 

LVDER - table conta 

LLX0 - table conta 

LLX1 - table conta 

.ning time for timenodes 

ining solutions for equations 

.ning derivatives of solutions 

.ning LX0 tables of devices 

Lning LLX0 table from previous iteration 

LCEQCO- table containing code for equation type 

LCDONE- flag used when solution converges 

RCACW - waveform relaxation accuracy (*) 

RCACI - iteration accuracy (*) 

ITL7 - maximum number of iterations allowed (*) 

LRCITE- table containing iteration error 

LRCEXE- table containing expansion error 

RCSUB - stores time for subinterval division (dim=20) (*) 

LCFL1 - flag set when RCSPICE is used 

LCFL2 - not used (*) 

LCITE - iteration count 

RPTMIN- starting time for printing interval 

RPTMAX- end time for printing interval 

LCSF - flag for subinterval count 

LCALC - number of printed points so far 

LCNODl- table containing output at printing points 

LCN0D2- same as LCNODl 

TSTEP - printing step (**) 
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LCRHS - table used by RCSOL 

NSTOP - number of equations (**) 

(*) Variables that can be altered by OPTIONS Line 

(**) Variables belonging to the original SPICE 

Flags in RCSPICE 

The flags in RCSPICE take the following values: 

LCDONE = 1 - done with this subinterval 

LCFLl = 1 - transient analysis for RCSPICE 

LCSF = 0 - last subinterval 

LCSF = 1 - first subinterval in which output is required 

LCSF = 2 - any other subinterval 

LCSF = 3 - when there are no subintervals 

A description of the OPTIONS Line is given next. 

User Manual 

The user manual for RCSPICE is the same as the 

user manual for SPICE version 2G.6 [1], except for the new 

OPTIONS described below. A circuit should be described in 

the same way as required when using SPICE with the addition 

of the new OPTIONS lines if necessary. Sample input 

circuits for RCSPICE are given in Appendix C. 



OPTIONS Lines 

New OPTIONS lines were created in the input file of 

RCSPICE. Subroutine RUNCON was modified to accept the new 

options. The modification followed the same format used by 

SPICE's OPTIONS line. A list of the new options in RCSPICE 

is given next. 

.OPTIONS SPICE- this option tells RCSPICE to run the 

original SPICE. The WR implementation is 

used by default. 

.OPTIONS RCACW- allows the change of the expansion 

error tolerance (default value is 0.001). 

.OPTIONS RCACI- allows the change of the iteration 

error tolerance (default value is 0.001). 

.OPTIONS ITL7 - this option allows change to the 

maximum number of WR iterations 

allowed (default value is 200) 

.OPTIONS LCDEG- allows the change of the degree of the 

polynomial (default value is 32) 

.OPTIONS LCFL2- flag not used in this version (def=0) 

.OPTIONS SUBX - this option allows the division of the time 

interval into subintervals. X can take 

values from 1 through 20. 

When the subinterval division SUBl is used, it splits the 

time interval between RCTMIN and RCTMAX in two, namely 



between RCTMIN and SUBl, and between SUBl and RCTMAX, where 

RCTMIN is the beginning and RCTMAX is the end of the time 

interval. 

Program Listing 

The listing of the subroutines pertinent to 

RCSPICE are available in a separate volume attached to the 

this thesis. 



CHAPTER 5 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

Two circuits were used to test RCSPICE. The first 

circuit is the RC network given in Chapter 2. The second 

circuit is a CMOS inverter. The solutions are discussed 

below. Appendix C contains the input files used to describe 

the circuits. 

RC Network 

The simple RC network given in Fig.l of Chapter 2 

(page 3) was used as a test circuit for RCSPICE. The 

solution for this network can be obtained analytically and 

thus errors of both SPICE and RCSPICE were computed. The 

analytical solution to the circuit along with the input 

file used are given in Appendix C. Runs were made using 

SPICE, RCSPICE with degree 2,4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. No 

subintervals were necessary for the solutions using 

RCSPICE. The relative percentage error between the solu

tions and the benchmark with respect to the highest output 

value were plotted against time, 200 points were used. 

These plots are given next in Fig. 5 through Fig.11. 
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Figure 5. RC network - % relative error between 
benchmark and SPICE 
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Figure 6. RC Network - % relative error between 
benchmark and RCSPICE degree=2 
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Figure 7. RC Network - % relative error between 
benchmark and RCSPICE degree=4 
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Figure 8. RC Network - % relative error between 
benchmark and RCSPICE degree=8 
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Figure 9. RC network - % relative error between 
benchmark and RCSPICE degree=16 
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Figure 10. RC Network - % relative error between 
benchmark and RCSPICE degree=32 



Figure 11. RC Network - % relative error between 
benchmark and RCSPICE degree=64 
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The results obtained with RCSPICE can be summarized 

as follows: 

POLYNOMIAL DEGREE MAXIMUM % ERROR 

2 -13 

4 .40 

8 -5 E-6 

16 -20 E-15 

32 -18 E-15 

64 -18 E-15 

The results obtained using degree 8 are three orders of 

magnitude more accurate than the results obtained with 

SPICE. It should be noted that the default error tolerance 

for SPICE was used. As the degree of the Chebyshev polyno

mial was increased to 16 the accuracy increased by nine 

orders of magnitude, which was expected. Further increasing 

of the degree did not change the accuracy so one concludes 

that saturation of the solution occurred at degree 16. The 

computational times for RCSPICE were comparable to the one 

of SPICE for this example. 
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CMOS Inverter 

The next circuit to be solved was the CMOS inverter 

given in Fig.12. Since no analytical solution is available 

for the inverter the solution obtained from SPICE with 

tighter error tolerance (RELTOL = 0. 00000001) was used 

as the benchmark. The Studies of non-convergences in the 

SPICE simulation of MOS devices [8] show that there is 

drastic differences in the solution of the CMOS inverter 

for different error tolerances. Therefore one can not 

guarantee that the solutions obtained from SPICE are 

completely accurate. 

Figure 12. CMOS Inverter 
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The CMOS inverter was simulated using a pulse 

input from 0V to 5V, with risetime = 1 microsecond, 

half-period = 2 microseconds, and it was solved from 0 to 

1.5 microsec. Figure 13 shows the input and Figure 14 shows 

the output obtained from SPICE. 

The results obtained were satisfactory, but 

subintervals were necessary in order to obtain an accurate 

solution. The subinterval splitting procedure is subject of 

future research and for the result shown here no optimiza

tion of the subinterval splitting was attempted. The 

percentage relative error between RCSPICE and SPICE with 

respect to the supply voltage was plotted against time, 200 

points were used. The number of subintervals used was 6, 

and the plots for degrees 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 are given 

in Fig.15 through Fig.20. 
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Figure 13. Input voltage for CMOS inverter 

Figure 14 SPICE solution for CMOS inverter 
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35 

-15 

Figure 15. CMOS Inverter pulse 
between RCSPICE and 

input - % relative error 
SPICE degree=2 
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Figure 16. CMOS Inverter pulse input - % relative error 
between RCSPICE and SPICE degree=4 
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0 . 6  

- 0 . 8  

Figure 17. CMOS Inverter pulse input - % relative error 
between RCSPICE and SPICE degree=8 
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Figure 18. CMOS Inverter pulse input - % relative error 
between RCSPICE and SPICE degree=16 
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Figure 19. CMOS Inverter pulse input - % relative error 
between RCSPICE and SPICE degree=32 



Figure 20. CMOS Inverter pulse input - % relative error 
between RCSPICE and SPICE degree=64 
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The results obtained with RCSPICE can be summarized 

as follows: 

POLYNOMIAL DEGREE MAXIMUM % ERROR 

2 35 

4 14 

8  - 0 . 8  

16 -0.1 

32 -0.037 

64 -0.035 

The maximum error was 0.035% which in terms of 

voltage represents a 0.00175 Volts difference. This result 

could certainly be improved by an optimum subinterval 

division. An increase of accuracy was also observed as the 

series degree was increased. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The first version of RCSPICE provides a tool for 

testing the WR algorithm with diverse circuits. 

In the numerical experiments with the RC network 

the error between the analytical and numerical solutions 

decreases rapidly with the degree of the Chebyshev series, 

which clearly demonstrates the power of the WR algorithm. 

For the CMOS inverter, the error analysis is more complica

ted due to the nonlinear nature of the circuit. It is 

therefore much more difficult to assess the results. One 

can only state that the solution approaches the one 

obtained using SPICE. 

As expected, there was no improvement in the 

computing efficiency. This can be explained by the fact 

that in SPICE the function evaluations and the numerical 

integration are coupled. This coupling is necessary in the 

generation of a linear system of circuit equations. There

fore the majority of time in the transient analysis is 

taken by the equation generation procedure. As an example, 

the CMOS inverter of Appendix C was simulated using the 



regular SPICE. According to the statistics summary of the 

run, 67% of the transient analysis was taken by subroutine 

LOAD which performs the equation generation. The problem is 

worse in RCSPICE, since the equations have to be rearranged 

after they are generated by LOAD. 

Therefore the equation generation procedure of 

SPICE does not allow any improvement in computing time, and 

no conclusions as far as time efficiency of the WR algori

thm can be drawn from the runs made with RCSPICE. 

It is certain, however, that the WR algorithm would 

perform very well in a software environment where the 

function evaluations were decoupled from the integration 

and the equations were generated efficiently and in state 

variable form. 

The results obtained using RCSPICE show that the 

the division of subintervals has a direct relation to the 

accuracy of the solutions. Subintervals are necessary when 

the output changes fast, as it happens in the case of logic 

circuits. Further research should be done in the deve

lopment of an automatic subinterval splitting algorithm. 

In making further improvements in RCSPICE, it is 

clear that the subroutines generating the equations should 

be rewritten. This would be a major project in which very 

few parts of the original SPICE would remain unchanged. 



APPENDIX A 

TABLES IN RCSPICE 

Various tables in RCSPICE are given in this 

Appendix, along with the FORTRAN statements necessary to 

a c c e s s  t h e  t a b l e s .  I n  t h e  d e s c r i p t i o n s  g i v e n  i n  t h e  

following pages the timenode X0 is the last timenode 

of the subinterval (RCTMAX), and XN is the initial timenode 

(RCTMIN). 
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WHERE 

TABLE LACO 

LACO 0 

LACO+[(K-1)*L]+1 AK in X0 

LACO+[ (K-1)*L]+2 AK in XI 

LACO+[(K-1)*L]+L AK in XN 

LACO= TABLE POINTER 

K = EQUATION NUMBER; K VARIES FROM K=1 TO K=NSTOP 

M = NSTOP 

N = DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL LCDEG 

L = NUMBER OF TIMENODES (LCDEG+1) 

SAMPLE FORTRAN STATEMENTS 

Al in X0 = VALUE(LACO+1) 

A3 in X2 = VALUE(LACO+(2)*L+3) 

IN GENERAL 

AM in XN = VALUE(LACO+(M-1)*L+L) 

IDENTICAL STRUCTURE IS USED FOR TABLE LBCO 
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TABLE LVOLT 

LVOLT 0 

LVOLT+[(K-1)*L]+1 VK in X0 

LVOLT+[(K-1)*L]+2 VK in XI 

LVOLT+[(K-1)*L]+L VK in XN 

WHERE 

LVOLT= TABLE POINTER 

K = EQUATION NUMBER; K VARIES FROM K=1 TO K=NSTOP 

M = NSTOP 

N = DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL LCDEG 

L = NUMBER OF TIMENODES (LCDEG+1) 

SAMPLE FORTRAN STATEMENTS 

VI in X0 = VALUE (LVOLT + 1) 

V3 in X2 = VALUE(LVOLT+(2)*L+3) 

IN GENERAL 

VM in XN = VALUE(LVOLT+(M-1)*L+L) 

IDENTICAL STRUCTURE IS USED FOR TABLE LVDER 
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TABLE LROW 

LROW 0 

LROW+[(K-l)*M]+1 K,1 

LROW+[(K—1)*M]+2 K,2 

LROW+[(K-l)*M]+M K,M 

WHERE 

LROW= TABLE POINTER 

K = EQUATION NUMBER K VARIES FROM K=1 TO K=NSTOP 

M = NSTOP (NUMBER OF EQUATIONS) 

SAMPLE FORTRAN STATEMENTS 

ENTRY 1,1 = VALUE(LROW+1) 

ENTRY 3,2 = VALUE(LROW+(2)*M+2) 

IN GENERAL 

ENTRY M,M = VALUE(LROW+(M-1)*M+M) 



TABLE LLX0 

LLX0 0 

LLX0+J*P+1 LX0J+1 

LLX0+J*P+2 LX0J+2 

LLX0+J*P+P LX0J+P 

WHERE 

LLX0 = TABLE POINTER 

J = TIMENODE; VARIES FROM J=0 TO J=LCDEG 

P = LENGTH OF TABLE LX0 (NXTRM) 

LX0J = TABLE LX0 FOR TIMENODE J 

SAMPLE FORTRAN STATEMENTS 

WHEN LOADING FOR TIMENODE 0, IN Subroutine LOAD 

LX0=LLX0 

WHEN LOADING FOR TIMENODE 9, IN Subroutine LOAD 

LX0=LLX0+(8)*P 

IDENTICAL STRUCTURE IS USED FOR TABLE LLXl 



APPENDIX B 

TIMENODE EQUATION 

This Appendix specifies the equation used to 

calculate the timenodes. 
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TIME = 0.5 * t(RCTMAX-RCTMIN)*TRC+RCTMAX+RCTMIN] 

TRC = COS (PI*LCNOD/LCDEG) 

where 

TIME = TIME FOR THIS TIMENODE 

RCTMAX= TIME AT THE END OF THE SUBINTERVAL 

RCTMIN= TIME AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SUBINTERVAL 

LCNOD = TIMENODE BEING CALCULATED; VARIES FROM 

LCNOD=0 TO LCNOD=LCDEG 

LCDEG = DEGREE OF THE CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIAL 



APPENDIX C 

INPUT FILES 

The input,files used to describe the test circuits 

of Chapter 6, and the analytical solution for the RC 

network are given in this Appendix. 
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'RC CIRCUIT 
VIN 1 0 PULSE <0 10 103 105 10003 2uu0S) 
R1 1 0 2 
R2 2 0 3 
CI 1 2 1 
C2 2 0 I 
.OPTION SPICE RELT0L=0. 0000000001 
. TRANS . 05S 10S 
.PRINT TRAN V<1) V<2> 
. END 

The analytical solution is given by: 

V2 = -0.3 EXP( -t/6 ) + 0.3 

where V2 is the voltage at node 2 and t=time. 



MOB CMOS INVERTER 
Ml 2 1 0 0 MODI 
M2 2 1 3 3 MOD2 
. MODEL MODI NMOS LEVEL=1 VTO=. 5 KP=1. OE-t» GAMMA=v 1 PHI = . 7 
+LAMBDA=. 01 CBD=. 1PF CGS0=1. 0E-10 CGD0=1. 0E-10 CGB0=1.0E-11 
. MODEL MOD2 PMOS LEVEL=1 VTQ=-. 5 KP=1. OE-6 GAriMA=. 1 PHI=. 7 
+LAMBDA= 01 CBD=. IFF CBS=. 1PF CGS0=1. 0E-10 CGDQ=1.0E-10 CQB0=1.0E-11 
VDD 3 0 5 
VIN 1 O PULSE 0 5 O 1US 1US 2US 4US 
.WIDTH IN=72 0UT=133 
.TRAM . 007 5US 1.5US 
4fr# #•&«•##*****»*•«•**»#**•*•»•* 
•THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE FOR RCSPICE 
*. OPTIONS SUB 1=0. 25US SUB2=0. 5US SUB3=0. 9US 
*+ SUB4 = 1. OUS SUB5=1. 1US SUB6=1. 25US 
*+5UB7=l. 2US 
•. OPTIONS RCAC1=0. 00001 DO LCDEG=32 
•it-it' -it if-it 

. OPTIONS NUMDGT=17 NDPA6E 

.OPTION SPICE RELTOL=G. 0000001D0 
. OPTION ITL5=500000 
PRINT TRAN V<1) V<2> 

. END 

CTl 
00 
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